Graphic Products to Showcase Modern Safety Solutions for HVACR Professionals

BEAVERTON, OREGON – Graphic Products is joining the innovative future of the heating, ventilation, air
conditioning and refrigeration industries. From Jan. 14-16 at the AHR Expo in Atlanta, Graphic Products
will showcase an array of visual communication technologies, solutions, and products. Check out the
company’s interactive display in booth #C771 to see live demonstrations of state-of-the-art industrial
sign and label printing models, such as the ever popular DuraLabel Toro. The team will also present an
array of other cutting-edge safety products and services that benefit serve any HVACR function ranging
from manufacturing and maintaining highly efficient equipment and components to supporting whole
building management systems, including:
•
•
•

Lockout/Tagout – valve lockouts, tags, padlocks and other tools
Labeling & Signage – DuraLabel line of industrial sign and label printers as well as numerous
industrial-grade supplies
Floor Marketing & Wayfinding – including PathFinder floor marking tapes for warehouse floors,
emergency marking and more

“The HVACR industry is changing for economic and environmental vitality, but job hazards will always be
there,” said Andy Sobiesczyk, a product manager at Graphic Products. “Graphic Products’ solutions can
help modernize safety and efficiency as businesses upgrade and add new technologies. Utilizing proper
signage and accurate, informative labeling promotes quality, compliance, and progressive process for
any sector of the industry.”
A convenient, industry-specific labeling system can provide the HVACR industry with the best results.
Workplaces can maximize safety and efficiency by creating ammonia refrigeration markings and
implementing inventory labeling, pipe and duct labeling, and more.
About Graphic Products
Graphic Products is an innovative leader, providing trusted solutions for safety and visual
communication since 1970. The company’s full line of safety products and services are designed for the
modern workforce. Graphic Products leads the industry with safety training materials, educational
resources, and up-to-date news and compliance information on topics including arc flash, 5S, and pipe
marking. Contact us at GraphicProducts.com or call 800.788.5572.
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